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Abstract
User interactions in search system represent a rich source of implicit knowl-
edge about the user’s cognitive state and information need that continuously
evolves over time. Despite of massive efforts that have been made to exploiting
and incorporating this implicit knowledge in information retrieval, it is still a
challenge to effectively capture the term dependencies and the user’s dynamic
information need (reflected by query modifications) in the context of user in-
teraction. To tackle these issues, motivated by the recent Quantum Language
Model (QLM), we develop a QLM based retrieval model for session search, which
naturally incorporates the complex term dependencies occurring in user’s his-
torical queries and clicked documents with density matrices. In order to capture
the dynamic information within users’ search session, we propose a density ma-
trix transformation framework and further develop an adaptive QLM ranking
model. Extensive comparative experiments show the effectiveness of our session
quantum language models.
Keywords: Quantum language model, density matrix transformation, session
search, query change information
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1. Introduction
Searching over the Internet and other online data repositories has become a
preferred way for people to find relevant information and acquire useful knowl-
edge in our daily life. To fulfil an information need, the users information seeking
process is often exploratory, involving continuous interaction with information5
and dynamic refinement of input queries within a search session. The tradi-
tional query-response mode of search (i.e., ad-hoc retrieval) has turned out to
be insufficient. Instead, modeling session search is becoming an important yet
challenging task. User interactions in search sessions represent a rich source
of implicit knowledge about the user’s cognitive state and information need10
that constantly evolves over time. Effectively explicating and incorporating
such knowledge in a search system would potentially improve search accuracy
and user experience. Despite of its potential application values, there still exit
some big challenges for this new retrieval mode. For example, modeling term
dependencies and capturing the dynamic query change in the context of user15
interactions. In this paper, we aim at addressing these challenges by presenting
two session models inspired by the quantum language model.
The traditional unigram Language Model (LM) for IR is a widely used and
robust model for ad-hoc retrieval. It can also be applied in the modeling of
the contextual IR which is similar to the session search. However, it does not20
consider the term dependency in queries which is important to disambiguate
the queries. For example, the query LED is ambiguous, which can refer to the
Light Emitting Diode (LED) or Latex Editor (LEd). When a user issues a
query “led”, the search engine may “misunderstand” the real meaning if the
search engine only observe the query term “led”. However, if the search engine25
observes other words (e.g., semi-conductor, electron, and photon) co-occurring
with “led” in a document frequently, we may have high probability to predict
the “led” means the Light Emitting Diode (LED).
There have been some IR models which attempted to incorporate the term
dependencies, such as the n-gram (e.g., bigrams and trigrams) language mod-30
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els, extended VSM (Vector Space Model), and MRF (Markov Random Field)
models. However, they regard the term dependencies as additional dimensions
and fail to model the inter-relationship among components (e.g., single words)
of term dependencies. Thus some important information may be lost. For
example, traditional dependency models regard “information retrieval” as a35
special term, the importance of which is weighted as whole with statistics like
approaches, while do not quantify the “inner dependency” (inner relationship)
between “information” and “retrieval”.
Recently, a Quantum Language Model (QLM) [1] has been proposed for the
ad hoc retrieval task, and can model the term dependency in a principled way.40
In QLM, both queries and documents are represented as a list of projectors that
are corresponding to single terms or compound dependencies (i.e., consisting of
the internal relations among two or more terms). Projectors are treated as the
quantum elementary events, sampled from the quantum probability space, i.e.
a Hilbert space. The compound dependency is a superposition event which is a45
special kind of projector. Over the list of projectors for a query (or a document),
there exists a quantum probability distribution encapsulated in a density matrix,
known as a Quantum Language Model for the query (or the document). One can
utilize an EM-based training algorithm to estimate quantum language models
by maximizing a likelihood function. The estimated quantum language models50
for queries or documents can not only model the importance of single terms
with the diagonal elements of the density matrix, but also quantify the inner
relationship between components of each phrases or term dependencies with the
non-diagonal elements. Let us now look at the phrase “information retrieval” as
an example. In traditional LM, the phrase is regarded as a variable often with55
the frequency as its value, while in the QLM, the phrase is represented as a 2-
order density matrix. The values of diagonal elements denote the weights of each
single word, and the non-diagonal elements denote the relationship between two
single words. It can be observed that the matrix representation of the phrase
“information retrieval” contains more information about the inner dependency60
of the phrase “information retrieval”. Furthermore, the ranking function for a
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document is the VN-divergence [1][2] between query and document QLMs.
Motivated by the sound theory of QLM, in this paper we propose a session
search approach, denoted as Contextual QLM (C-QLM), which naturally incor-
porates the complex term dependencies occurring in user’s historical queries and65
clicked documents. C-QLM utilizes user’s historical queries, clicked documents
and the pseudo-relevance documents to obtain a reliable representation of user’s
hidden information need as a contextual query QLM. It quantifies the internal
relationship among components of the term dependencies by encapsulating the
QLM into a density matrix which is trained by maximizing a likelihood func-70
tion of a document representation as a sequence of projectors. Projectors can
capture more compound dependency among terms. The C-QLM significantly
improves the original ranked results returned by the search engine.
However, the C-QLM does not model the dynamics of users’ information
need. Thus it fails to capture the evolution information when users are chang-75
ing their queries to find final search results. To deal with this problem, we
further improve the C-QLM model and propose an Adaptive Contextual QLM
(AC-QLM) to capture the query reformulation information when the user is
completing a specific search task. To do this, we assume that there exists an
ideal density matrix which can well represent user’s real-time information need80
perfectly. However, it is impossible to obtain this “ideal” density matrix, we
can only approach the ideal density matrix as closely as possible. To this end,
we propose to transform the density matrix for contextual query QLM by incor-
porating query reformulation information within a search session. An adaptive
algorithm is developed to approximate the density matrix transformation frame-85
work. From the experimental results, we find that the AC-QLM improved the
ranking of more relevant documents, compared with the C-QLM. Although there
have been some attempts to use the query change information in session search
task [3][4], they do not consider term dependencies in query representation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review90
of the related work. Section 3 gives a detailed introduction to the quantum
language model. The QLM-based session search models are proposed in Section
4
4. In Section 5, we report the empirical experiments. Section 6 concludes the
paper and points out some future research directions.
2. Related Work95
There are two lines of related work, i.e. search personalization and quantum
theory inspired information retrieval.
There have been massive approaches that utilize the user’s historical inter-
action data to personalize search results. The typical approach is to expand the
current query with contextual terms or entities extracted from historical interac-100
tion data or user’s personal information repository, in order to enhance the query
representation and reduce ambiguity [5][6][7]. Some researchers [8][9][10][11]
construct a user profile based on user search logs to model users’ long-term or
short-term interests that reflect the user’s hidden information need. In the rank-
ing process, the similarity between user profile and the document was considered.105
For example, Dou et al. constructed user profiles using different personalization
strategies [8]. Harvey et al. personalized the web search by building user pro-
files from topic models [9]. Li et al. construct user profiles with subspaces and
rank documents based on the projection of a document onto the user profile
subspace [10]. Few existing work has captured both term dependencies and the110
evolving information need in the session search task. Although Guan et al. [3]
and Zhang et al. [4] have applied query information into session search task by
adjusting the weights of query terms, they did not consider term dependencies
in their approaches. In this paper, we integrate the query change information
into a quantum language model, which considers the term dependencies in a115
principled way.
Following the pioneering work by van Rijsbergen on quantum IR [12], many
subsequent IR methods [13][1][14] are proposed. The main inspiration is rooted
on the Quantum Theory (QT) as a sound framework for manipulating vector
spaces and probability. In [13], queries are represented as density operators and120
documents are represented as multi-dimensional objects, i.e. subspaces. Zuc-
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con and Azzopardi proposed a Quantum Probability Ranking Principle (QPRP)
[15], which captures the inter-document dependencies in the form of “quantum
interference”. Inspired by the photon polarization experiment underpinning
the “quantum measurement”, Zhao et al. [14] proposed a novel re-ranking ap-125
proach, and Zhang et al. [16] proposed a query expansion model. Recently,
Sordoni et al. [1] developed the quantum language model and gained an im-
proved performance in ad-hoc retrieval. Despite of many QT-inspired methods
that have shown acceptable retrieval effectiveness in ad hoc retrieval, there is lit-
tle evidence showing their effectiveness when applied to contextual search task,130
e.g., session search, personalized search, etc. For this paper, we introduce the
quantum language model into a novel application field in IR, which shows great
potential.
3. Quantum Language Model (QLM)
As an extension of classical unigram LMs, Quantum Language Model (QLM)135
[1] uses the projectors to represent a single term or compound dependency. The
density matrix, corresponding to a QLM, represents the quantum probability
distribution of quantum events, i.e. projectors.
3.1. The Quantum Probability
3.1.1. Quantum Elementary Events140
The quantum probability space is naturally encapsulated in a Hilbert space,
noted as Hn, while for the convenience of computation, in this paper we limit
it to finite real space1, denoted as Rn. A unit column vector ~u ∈ Rn, ‖u‖2 = 1,
1(i) In the field of quantum IR, many existing work (e.g., [1, 17, 18, 19]) only considered the
real field for the sake of the conceptual interpretability and computational feasibility. There-
fore, we follow their settings in our manuscript. (ii) Currently, we cannot find the intuitive
meaning of the complex field in the information retrieval task. (iii) Although the quantum IR
is motivated by the quantum theory, in practice, we have to do some simplifications for our
specific task. In this paper, we need to train a density matrix with the RρR approach, but
we do not know how to include a complex field so far.
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and its transpose ~uT are respectively written as a ket |u〉 and a bra 〈u| (Dirac’s
notation). Each |u〉 is associated with a dyad |u〉 〈u| ∈ Rn×n, which is the145
projector that projects any vector onto the direction of |u〉2. These dyads are
the elementary events of the quantum probability space [1][20]. |ei〉 are used
to represent elements of the standard basis in Rn, i.e. |ei〉 = (ξ1j , ..., ξnj),
where ξij = 1, if and only if i = j, otherwise ξij = 0. For example, if n = 2,
the quantum elementary events corresponding to |e1〉 = (1, 0)T and |f1〉 =150
(1/
√
2, 1/
√
2)T , are respectively represented by the dyads:
|e1〉 〈e1| =
1 0
0 0
 , |f1〉 〈f1| =
0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5
 (1)
This is different from the conventional probability space, which consists of
n points, each point corresponding to an elementary event in the space, and a
probability distribution over the n points is specified by a real number vector
α = (α1, ..., αn), where αi > 0 and
∑
i αi = 1. In the quantum probability space,155
there are infinite number of dyads even if the dimension n is finite. Specifically,
if we estimate a traditional probability distribution for the language model given
a finite vocabulary, the probability of a term in the vocabulary can be estimated,
while probability of a phrase that is not in the vocabulary will not be estimated.
The quantum probability can solve this problem. Even though the training set160
does not contain the phrase, the probability of this phrase can also be computed
by the Gleason’s theory [12].
3.1.2. Density Matrix
Density matrices (n-dimensional matrices denoted as Sn) are the general-
ization of the conventional finite probability distributions. A density matrix165
can be defined as mixture of dyads ρ =
∑
i φi |ui〉 〈ui|, where φi ≥ 0 and
2The projection for any n-dimensional vector ~v onto the direction |u〉, can be com-
puted by following equation: pv = |u〉 〈u|~v, e.g. ~v = (2, 3)T , |u〉 = |e1〉 = (1, 0)T , pv =1 0
0 0
 (2, 3)T = (2, 0)T
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∑
i φi = 1. Each dyad is symmetric, positive definite and has trace one, i.e.
tr(|ui〉 〈ui|) = 13. Therefore, density matrices are also symmetric, positive defi-
nite and have trace one. The number of components in the mixture is arbitrary,
while any n-dimensional density matrix can be decomposed into a mixture of170
n orthogonal eigendyads corresponding to the eigenvectors of the density ma-
trices, i.e. ρ =
∑n
i=1 θi |vi〉 〈vi|, where |vi〉 are the eigenvectors and θi are the
corresponding eigenvalues. By the Gleason’s Theorem [12], a density matrix
ρ assigns quantum probability µρ(|u〉 〈u|) = tr(ρ |u〉 〈u|) to each unit vector
|u〉 and its associate dyad |u〉 〈u|. The probability can also be rewritten as175
µρ(|u〉 〈u|) = 〈u| ρ |u〉.
Let us consider the aforementioned conventional probability distribution α.
The n-dimensional matrix diag(α) is a density matrix. It is worth noting that
diag(α) =
∑n
i=1 αi |ei〉 〈ei|, where |ei〉 are the standard basis vectors. Thus the
conventional probability distributions are special cases of the density matrices,
where the eigensystem is restricted to the identity matrix [20]. Take the tra-
ditional unigram language model as an example, we have a vocabulary with
two terms V = {a, b}, and α = (0.2, 0.8) is a unigram language model over the
vocabulary, then the corresponding density matrix is defined as follows:
ρα = diag(α) =
0.2 0
0 0.8
 (2)
where each term corresponds to a projector and the term projectors are orthog-
onal each other, i.e. the quantum elementary events associated with the terms
are disjoint. Given the density matrix, the probability of the term t is gained
by tr(ρα |et〉 〈et|), t ∈ V e.g., P (a) = tr(ρα |ea〉 〈ea|) = 0.2.180
A density matrix ρ can be depicted as an ellipse which is an affine transforma-
tion of the unit ball: {ρ |u〉 : |u〉 ∈ Rn} and the quantum probability in direction
|u〉 can be depicted as an “eight-like” shape: {tr(ρ |u〉 〈u|) |u〉 : |u〉 ∈ Rn} (see
Figure 1) [1][20]. As quantum probability can be defined on an infinite number of
3tr(•) is the trace of a matrix, i.e. the sum of the main diagonal elements of a matrix.
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Figure 1: The outer circles are the unit spheres, the red ellipses depict the set of points
{ρ |u〉 : |u〉 ∈ R2}, the “eight-like” shape is the quantum probability in direction |u〉. The
eigenvectors determine the direction of the axis of the ellipses and the corresponding eigenval-
ues define the length of the corresponding axis. relScore(d1) = −4V N (ρq ||ρd1) = −0.6536
and relScore(d2) = −4V N (ρq ||ρd2) = −1.2332, relScore(d1) > relScore(d2).
eigensystems [1], the ellipses and “eight-like” shapes associated with the density185
matrices can be “rotated” arbitrarily. Intuitively, if two ellipses rotated towards
each other, the corresponding density matrices will have relatively smaller di-
vergence. Utilizing this feature, one can estimate proper density matrices to
build a more reliable representation of documents and queries capturing more
complex semantic information than single terms. More details will be given in190
the next subsection.
3.2. QLM for Information Retrieval
Before introducing the QLM into retrieval, we first review the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence retrieval model [21][22], known as a probability similar-
ity model. Assuming that the query and document4 are sampled from a query195
language model θQ and a document language model θD respectively, then the
KL-divergence of two models is used to measure how distant they are, and the
distance (indeed, negative distance) is used as a score to rank documents. Based
4In the unigram language model, both the query and document are represented by a
sequence of i.i.d term events, e.g. a document is represented by WD = wi : i = 1, ..., N ,
where N is the document length. Each wi belongs to a sample space V , corresponding to the
vocabulary of size n [1].
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on this idea, traditional KL models can be generalized to the quantum language
model. In the QLM based retrieval model, both the query and document are200
represented by a sequence of quantum elementary events rather than a sequence
of terms as events as in traditional KL model. The sequences for a query PQ
and for a document PD are assumed to be sampled from a query QLM and a
document QLM, associated with the density matrices ρQ and ρD respectively.
Given a representation of the query and document, one can use the Maximum205
Likelihood (ML) to estimate the ρQ and ρD (to be detailed in subsection 3.3),
then use the negative Von-Neumann (VN) divergence as the scoring function to
rank the documents [1][2]:
−4V N (ρQ||ρD) = −tr(ρQ(log(ρQ)− log(ρD)))
rank===== tr(ρQlog(ρD))
(3)
Figure 1 illustrates three density matrices, corresponding to a query (ρq)
and two documents (ρd1 , ρd2) respectively, the relevance score (negative VN-210
divergence) of d1 is larger than that of d2, indicating d1 is more relevant than
d2 to the query. This retrieval framework is applied to our session search mod-
els. More specifically, we train a contextual QLM for the current query using
historical queries, clicked documents (in the same session) and top k returned
documents, then rank the documents considering the VN-divergence between215
contextual query QLM and document QLM. More details will be presented in
Section 4.
3.3. Estimating QLM for a Document
Here, we introduce a method for estimating QLM for a document. A quan-
tum language model assigns quantum probabilities to arbitrary single terms or220
compound dependencies (2 or more terms in an unordered fixed window), and
the parameters are encapsulated in a n × n density matrix ρ ∈ Sn, where n is
the size of the vocabulary V, Sn is the set of n-dimensional matrices (symmetric,
positive definite and have trace one). In QLM, a document is considered as a
10
sequence of quantum events associated to a density matrix ρ:225
PD = {Πi : i = 1, ...,M} (4)
where each Πi is a quantum elementary event |u〉 〈u| representing a single term
or a compound dependency. The number of quantum elementary events M
can be different from N (i.e. the number of terms in the document). Note
that, the sequence of projectors is an independently sampling sequence rather
than a temporal sequence. The relative order of projectors corresponds to the230
original position of the terms in the document. Sordoni et al. [1] defined a
way of mapping single terms and term dependencies to quantum elementary
events, formally, as m : P(V) → L(Rn). P(V) is a power set of the vocabulary
and includes all possible single terms or compound dependencies and L(Rn) is
the corresponding set of quantum elementary events, i.e. dyads on Rn. The235
mapping from single terms to a dyad is:
m(w) = |ew〉 〈ew| (5)
where w ∈ V, |ew〉 is the standard basis vector associated to a term w. It
is worth noting that if we only observe the single terms, i.e. M = N , PD is
essentially reduced to the traditional representation in the bag-of-words models.
In this paper, the compound dependency means the relationship linking
two or more terms, which is represented by a subset of the vocabulary, i.e.
k = {w1, ..., wK}. The mapping from a compound dependency to a dyad is:
m(k) = m({w1, ..., wK}) = |k〉 〈k| , where |k〉 =
K∑
i=1
δi |ewi〉 (6)
where the coefficients δ ∈ R must meet the constraint of ∑Ki=1 δ2i = 1 to guar-240
antee that |k〉 is a unit vector. The larger coefficients add more weight to the
corresponding |ew〉 〈ew|. The well-defined dyad |k〉 〈k| is a superposition event,
which allows for a representation of relationships within a group of terms by
creating a new quantum event in the same n-dimensional space [1].
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After defining the mapping m(•), we can represent a document with a se-245
quence of quantum elementary events. Note that both the single term projectors
and the compound dependency projectors are added to the representation. We
will describe how to select the compound dependency in Section 4.2. A query
can be seen as a special document, so that we can represent a query in the same
way as the document representation.250
Given the observed quantum elementary events PD = {Π1, ...,ΠM} for doc-
ument D, Sordoni et al.[1] utilized the ML method to train the document QLM
ρD (a density matrix) by maximizing the product of quantum probability for
each quantum elementary event, formalized as Equation 7. We can observe that
the equation corresponds to the likelihood function in language model.255
LPD (ρD) =
M∏
i=1
tr(ρDΠi) (7)
The estimation of the document QLM ρD can be transformed to the following
maximization problem, in which the objective function is the logarithm of the
likelihood:
max
ρD
LPD
subject to ρD ∈ Sn
(8)
An optimization method for estimating density matrices, denoted as “RρR ”
algorithm [23][1], is used to solve the optimization problem. The “RρR” algo-
rithm updates the estimate ρD(k + 1) according to ρD(k) iteratively (starting
from an initial density matrix ρD(0) until the training objective reaches a con-
vergence or the number of iterations is beyond a preset value. To conduct the
iteration process, the following operator is introduced:
R(ρ) =
M∑
i=1
1
tr(ρΠi)
Πi (9)
Intuitively, this operator conducts quantum measurement for each quantum
events. Based on this operator, the iteration process is formalized as Equation
12
10, which leads to a new quantum state or quantum probability distribution,
i.e., a new density matrix:
ρ̂D(k + 1) =
1
Z
R(ρ̂D(k))ρ̂D(k)R(ρ̂D(k)) (10)
where, Z = tr(R(ρD(k))ρD(k)R(ρD(k))) is a normalization factor in order to
ensure that ρD(k + 1) satisfies the constraint of unitary trace [23][1]. This is a260
nonlinear iteration process that may suffer an overshooting problem, just like
the gradient descent algorithm with too big step size. To guarantee convergence,
if the training objective is decreased at the k + 1 step, we apply the following
damped update5:
ρD(k + 1) = (1− λ)ρ̂D(k) + λρ̂D(k + 1) (11)
where λ ∈ [0, 1) determines the degree of the damping and is selected by a linear265
search in order to ensure the maximum increase of the objective function.
Note that RρR algorithm is not the only training method for maximizing
the likelihood function. One possible alternative choice is the Rρ algorithm,
which updates the iterative density matrix as Equation 12:
ρ̂D(k + 1) = (1− ξ)ρ̂D(k) + ξ
ρ̂D(k)R(ρ̂D(k)) +R(ρ̂D(k))ρ̂D(k)
2
(12)
where, if ξ is sufficiently small, this updating function can guarantee that the270
target function can reach the global convergence. However, it will be extremely
time consuming to achieve the global convergence, thus we did not choose this
function for the sake of efficiency.
In this paper, each document QLM is smoothed by the Dirichlet method. If
ρ̂D and ρ̂C are respectively the document QLM and collection QLM obtained275
by ML, the smoothed version of document QLM is defined as Equation 13:
ρD = (1− αD)ρ̂D + αDρ̂C (13)
5As a density matrix Sn is convex [24], the combination of different density matrix is also
a density matrix.
13
where αD = µµ+M is the well-known form of the parameter for Dirichlet smooth-
ing [25], µ is set to the default value of 2500, and M is the number of projectors
in the representation of the collection.
4. Session Quantum Language Models280
4.1. Background
Now, we briefly describe the session search task. A search session can be
seen as a user’s single search task or goal, which consists of a sequence of queries
issued by one particular user and records the user’s interaction information with
search engines (click-through data, dwell time on a web page, etc.) [26][27][28].285
The first query of a session is the start point of a search task, and correspond-
ingly the last query is the end point of the task (see Equation 14).
S =<< q1, C1 >, ..., < qn−1, Cn−1 >,< qn, Ro >> (14)
where qi is the ith query in the session, qn is the current query, Ro represents
the original ranked results of the current query returned by the search engine,
q1, ..., qn−1 are the historical queries, and Ci corresponds to a set of clicked docu-290
ments under a query qi. In this paper, we propose to re-rank the original results
using the proposed session QLMs trained with the top K returned documents
of the current query and historical information in the same session.
In rest of this section, we first introduce a contextual query QLM for session
search, followed by an adaptive session QLM.295
4.2. Contextual Query Quantum Language Model (CQ-QLM)
We propose to build a Contextual Query QLM for current query qn through
the combination of qn’s QLM and the history QLM, formalized as Equation 15.
ρCQ = ξ × ρQ + (1− ξ)× ρH (15)
where ξ ∈ [0, 1] is a combination parameter, which determines the extent of
impact of historical interaction information on the contextual query QLM, ρQ300
14
is the query QLM estimated using the current query and top k returned docu-
ments. ρH is the history QLM obtained by combining all of the historical QLMs
for different interaction units (i.e., corresponding to different < qi, Ci >).
To train the contextual query QLM and document QLM, we define a vocab-
ulary VS = {w1, ..., wN} for each session, which only includes the words of the305
current query and previous queries in the same session, where N is the size of the
vocabulary. In this way, the computation cost is reduced greatly compared with
using a larger vocabulary, e.g., the collection vocabulary. To detect term depen-
dencies in documents and query, we need first build a candidate se. Specifically,
we define a word set (with 2 or 3 single words) as a term dependency only if all310
components of the set co-occur in one query (current query or previous queries).
For example, for a session s with two queries q1 = ab and q2 = bc, the vocab-
ulary Vs is {a, b, c} and the candidate set of term dependency is {ab, bc}. Note
that ac is not detected as a term dependency. All single words in the vocabulary
and the candidate term dependencies constitute a candidate set P(VS), which315
is used in the representation of query and document as sequences of projectors.
With respect to the earlier example, P(Vs) = {a, b, c, ab, bc}. The rest of this
section will describe the detailed process of how to obtain the contextual query
QLM based on the candidate set P(VS).
4.2.1. Training the QLM for each Interaction Unit320
The QLM for a historical interaction Unit Ui =< qi, Ci >, denoted as ρUi ,
is a QLM estimated from the ith historical query and its clicked documents.
Before estimating a Unit QLM, one should represent the query and its clicked
documents with a sequence of quantum elementary events (terms and compound
dependency patterns). We apply Algorithm 1 to get the representation as a325
sequence of projectors, denoted as Pui .
In Algorithm 1,  is a single term or a compound dependency. If  is a
single term, #(, d) is the occurrence frequency of the term in document d. If
 is a compound dependency, the #(, d) is a function that returns how many
times the dependency  is observed in d. In this paper, we choose to detect a330
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Algorithm 1 Represent a historical query and its clicked documents given
VS , qi, Ci
Require: VS , qi, Ci
1: PU ⇐ φ;
2: for each d ∈ {qi, Ci} do
3: // d is a document, qi is seen as a special document
4: for each  ∈ P(VS) do
5: // is a single term or a compound dependency
6: for i = 1; i ≤ #(, d); i+ + do
7: // add the projector to the sequence
8: PU ⇐ PU
⊕
m();
9: end for
10: end for
11: end for
12: return PU
dependency if the component terms co-occur in any order in a window of fixed
length L. Given the representation of the interaction unit, one can apply the
training method described in [1] to get an estimated unit QLM ρUi . Note that
the smoothing step is needed to avoid the zero-probability problem.
Noted that, the QLM for the current query qn is estimated in the similar335
way using the top k returned documents in the original returned results, which
is different from the training of historical query QLM using clicked documents.
4.2.2. Combining the Interaction Unit QLMs
Intuitively, the similar historical queries will have more impact on current
query [29]. In this paper, we assign different weights to the historical interaction340
unit QLMs when combining them according to the similarity with current query.
This is formalized as Equation 16.
ρH =
n−1∑
i=1
γi × ρUi (16)
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where n−1 is the number of historical unit QLMs; γi is the similarity between qi
and current query qn, and is normalized to one, i.e.
∑n−1
i=1 γi = 1. To compute
the similarity, we represent each query as a TF-IDF vector vi derived from the345
concatenation of all its result documents as did in [29] did.
vi[w] = C(w,Di)× log N + 1
DF (w) + 0.5
(17)
where C(w,Di) is the term frequency of w in the concatenated documents cor-
responding to qi. N is the number of document in the document collection,
DF (w) is w’s document frequency, and γi is the Cosine similarity between vec-
tors vi and vn.350
γi = cosine(vi, vn) =
vi · vn
|vi||vn| (18)
4.2.3. More Explanations
Intrinsically, we combine the current query’s quantum probability distribu-
tion and the historical query’s quantum probability distribution, in order to
obtain a mixing quantum probability distribution. In this way, the query will
be embedded into a higher dimensional representation space than the traditional355
probability distribution. The advantage is dependent on the strong representa-
tion ability of quantum language model for information need. The combination
weights of different contextual quantum probability distribution are determined
by some classical function. In this way, the more relevant topic will be consid-
ered in the contextual modeling of users’ information need.360
4.3. Adaptive Contextual Quantum Language Model for Query (AC-QLM)
Using the proposed method in Section 4.2, we can train an contextual query
QLM, which well incorporates user’s information need for the current session,
by encapsulating his/her interaction information and the pseudo relevance feed-
back information into one density matrix. However, the contextual query QLM365
also introduces some noise into the representation of the current query and does
not capture the user’s evolving information need. To address this problem, we
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propose to transform the density matrix for the static contextual quantum lan-
guage model by incorporating query change information over the search session.
In this way, we can model the dynamic evolution of the user’s information need.370
4.3.1. Density Matrix Transformation Framework
We hypothise that there exists an ideal density matrix which can perfectly
model user’s dynamic information need for current query. We should transform
the density matrix for the static contextual quantum language model to ap-
proach the ideal density matrix. The density matrix transformation framework
is formalized as follows
ρCQ
scaling, shifting−−−−−−−−−−−→
and rotating
ρideal (19)
where, we assume that the ideal density matrix for current information need is
obtained by transforming the estimated contextual density matrix with scaling,
shifting and rotation operations, etc.
Any density matrix can be decomposed into the form as shown in Equation
20:
ρ =
∑
i
λi |ri〉 〈ri| (20)
where λi is an eigenvalue and |ri〉 is the corresponding eigenvector. Each eigen-375
vector can be interpreted as a dimension of current information need and the
corresponding eigenvalue is the quantum probability of the specific projector
spanned by the eigenvector (also known as information dimension). The ideal
density matrix may be obtained by adjusting the direction of each eigenvector
and the quantum probability of each projector. Take a 2-order density matrix380
as an example (Figure 2), it can be geometrically interpreted as an ellipse whose
axes correspond to two eigenvectors and the length of each axis corresponds to
the corresponding eigenvalue. Intuitively, the ideal matrix corresponds to an
ellipse in a specific position, with a specific shape and at a specific angle (see
the example in Figure 2). The estimated density matrix for contextual query385
QLM can be transformed to the ideal density matrix by scaling the quantum
probability of corresponding axis and rotating the directions of eigenvectors.
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Figure 2: Transformation for a 2-order density matrix spanned by a 2-words query.
In this paper, we use the “ideal matrix” to represent the ideal case when
we can ideally capture and represent user’s current information need. We also
assume that there exists some transformation from an initially trained density390
matrix to the ideal matrix. However, the “ideal matrix” only exists in theory,
but in practice we can hardly obtain it. This is because that although the user’s
information need can be to some extent reflected by the issued query terms,
these terms cannot perfectly represent user’s information need. Therefore, in-
stead of trying to obtain such an ”ideal matrix”, we proposed an approximation395
transformation approach to re-train a density matrix with query change infor-
mation based on the initially trained one. Certainly, it is interesting to find a
more effective and efficient method to train a better density matrix.
4.3.2. Query Change Information
Query change is considered as a kind of important implicit feedback infor-400
mation [3][4]. Let us consider a typical search scenario: after one issues a query
into the search engine, it will return a list of results. Then, the user judges
the relevance of returned results and determines which results to click. If these
results cannot satisfy his/her information need, he/she may modify the query
constantly, until finding results he/she is satisfied with. This process provides a405
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clue for us to adjust the query QLM using historical query change information.
For the current query in a session, it can be decomposed into three parts, i.e.
the common part, added part and removed part compared with the previous
query. For example, qn = abd, qn−1 = abc, where ab is the common part, d
is the added part, c is the removed part. Intuitively, the common part reflects410
the user’s search theme for the current session, the added part and removed
part reflect a change of the user’s information need and knowledge state about
the search task. We propose to adjust the QLM for current query, so that the
QLM will assign relatively higher probability to the quantum elementary events
corresponding to common part and added part. Meanwhile it assigns relatively415
lower probability to the events corresponding to the removed part. For instance:
given an estimated QLM for a query ρexample and an quantum elementary event
for a term term (See Equation 21). The quantum probability that ρexample as-
signs to term is µρexample(term) = tr(ρexampleterm) = 1/3. If we adjust the
QLM from ρexample to ρ
,
example as Equation 22, the corresponding quantum420
probability increases to µρ,example(term) = 1/2. The detailed adjusting method
will be described in the next subsections.
ρexample =

1/3 0 0
0 1/3 0
0 0 1/3
 , term =

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 (21)
ρ,example =

1/2 0 0
0 1/4 0
0 0 1/4
 (22)
4.3.3. Obtaining the Common Part and Added Part
Here we obtain the common part, added part and removed part compared
between the current query and immediate previous query. When we increase
probability of common part and added part, the probability of removed part
will be relatively reduced naturally. The common part is the intersection of
current query and previous query, while added part (or removed part) are the
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difference between the current query (or previous query) and common part, See
Equation 23
CPart = wordset(qn) ∩ wordset(qn−1)
APart = wordset(qn)− CPart
RPart = wordset(qn−1)− CPart
(23)
The common part, added part and removed part are three word sets. We propose
to map each single word and dependency in the word sets into projectors using425
Equations 5 and 6, and then form the corresponding sequences of projectors, i.e.
P(CPart), P(APart) and P(RPart). Essentially, each projector is a special
density matrix, which will be used to adjust the contextual QLM as detailed in
the next subsection.
4.3.4. Training an Adaptive Contextual Query QLM430
We propose an adaptive contextual query QLM (AC-QLM) by training a
new dynamic density matrix with query change projectors. Specifically, we
utilize the pre-estimated density matrix for the static contextual query QLM
as the initial density matrix for training. Moreover, we develop a new query
change likelihood function, which rewards the added projectors and common435
projectors, and penalizes the removed projectors. In this way, we can change
the quantum probability of common projectors, added projectors and removed
projectors. We assume that, both common part and added part are important
to represent user’s information need, but the degree of importance is different.
The common part is seen as the theme terms for current session. If these theme440
terms occur in the previous clicked documents many times, this may indicate
that the user hopes to find more different documents containing these terms. In
this case, we should give a penalty item for the theme terms to avoid retrieving
too many repeated documents. The added part reflects the change direction
of user’s information need, so we should assign more importance to it than the445
common part. Based on the static contextual query quantum language model
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ρCQ, we re-train a new quantum language model as follows.
ρadaptive(0) = ρCQ (24)
L(ρadaptive) =
∏
Π∈P(CPart)
tr(ρadaptive ·Π)
1
#(,rDocs)+0.5
∏
Π∈P(APart)
tr(ρadaptive ·Π)log(
Nc
DF ()+0.5 )
∏
Π∈P(RPart)
tr(ρadaptive · 1
tr(I −Π) (I −Π))
log( Nc
DF ()+0.5 )
(25)
where  represents a single word or a term dependency, Π represents the
corresponding projector, #(, cDocs) (or #(, rDocs)) is the number of  occurs
(or co-occur) in a fixed window (length L) in the clicked documents of previous450
query (or the top-most 10 returned documents for the current query), Nc is
the document number in collection, and DF () is the document frequency for
a single word or the co-occurrence document frequency for a compound depen-
dency. I is the identity matrix and 1tr(I−Π) (I − Π) is still a projector which
gives a penalty to the removed projectors. After formalizing the new likelihood455
function, we can still use the RρR algorithm to estimate the adaptive density
matrix ρadaptive.
4.3.5. More Explanations
We re-train the contextual quantum language model with the query change
information in order to capture the dynamics of users’ information need. Specifi-460
cally, the contextual query quantum language model can be regarded as the mix-
ing of quantum probability spanned from the short-term query history, which
statically reflects users’ search interests. The adaptive quantum language model
adjusts the static contextual model with the query change signals in a principled
way, which leads to the quantum language model move to the a right direction.465
Thus there is great potential to further improve the search performance.
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4.4. Re-Ranking the Original Ranked Results
After estimating a quantum language model for the current query and each
document in original ranked results, we can apply Equation 3 to obtain an
relevance score, denoted as vnScore. To re-rank the original ranked results, we
assign a re-ranking score, denoted as rScore for each document, by combining
the relevance score vnScore and the original rank score, denoted as oScore, as
Equation 26.
rScore(d) = (1− β)× oScore(d) + β × vnScore(d) (26)
where d is a document, oScore(d) = 1/log2(1+rank(d)), rank(d) is the original
rank of d in the original ranked results, and β ∈ (0, 1] is the linear combination
parameter.470
5. Experiments
5.1. Data Set
Our experiments are conducted on a subset of query logs from a prominent
search engine over a period of 10 days from 1st July, 2012 to 10st July, 2012.
The subset (See Table (b) in Figure 3) contains about 116154 queries issued by475
1166 users identified by anonymous user IDs. We segmented them into 17647
sessions, according to the timeout threshold of 30 minutes [26][27]. On average,
each session includes 6.58 queries. The last query of each session is seen as
the current query, of which the original result list will be re-ranked using the
re-ranking algorithms. The previous queries in the session are considered as the480
historical queries whose click-through data is used in re-ranking process. Note
that the number of the original returned results is not certain (may be 10, 20, 30
or more), since one user usually examines more than 1 SERPs (Search Engine
Result Pages) and the search engine records all of the results in the SERPs
viewed by the user.485
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The statistics about the test data are illustrated in Figure 3. Figure (3-a)
shows that in our test data, about 83.7% test sessions have a click entropy6 less
than 1; 9.6% sessions’ click entropy are between 1 and 2; and only 6.7% sessions
have click entropy more than 2. We also compute the average RankScoring
(an evaluation metric for ranked results, see Equation 27) for original ranked490
result lists of the current queries over different click entropy intervals. Table
(b) in Figure 3 illustrates that the retrieval performance (in terms of average
RankScoring) over click entropy interval [0, 1) gains a good result (the possible
maximum RankScoring is 100), leaving little potential to be improved, and that
over interval [1, 2) also achieves a relative good result with RankScoring value495
75.41. The current queries with click entropy more than 2 have the worst re-
trieval effectiveness, which shows that the retrieval effectiveness for this portion
of queries have the most potential to be improved. The observation is consistent
with those reported in the literature [8]. For this reason, we only test the algo-
rithms over the sessions whose click entropy are larger than 2. Although this500
portion of sessions only accounts for a small proportion of the total sessions,
improving the retrieval performance of them is important in terms of the large
number of searches in real web search environments.
We maintain a large scale document collection including 1895850 web pages
that are downloaded from the Internet, which are indexed with Indri7, a widely505
used language model toolkit in IR. Each document is preprocessed by remov-
ing stop words and stemming with the Porter stemmer [30]. The full texts
corresponding to the clicked documents in historical interaction units (i.e., for
historical queries) and the original returned documents for current query can
be found in this collection.510
6Click Entropy is a concept proposed in [8], which is a direct indication of query click
variation. Smaller click entropy of a query indicates that clicks between users are focused on
a smaller number of web pages. The larger click entropy of a query, the larger variation of
the clicked documents among different users. A session’s click entropy is the click entropy of
the current query.
7http://www.lemurproject.org
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Figure 3: Statistics about the test data. Figure (a) is the distribution of session number
over different click entropy intervals. Table (b) shows the basic information of the dataset;
Table (c) reports the RankScoring distribution of the original ranked results over different
click entropy intervals;
5.2. Evaluation Metrics
We use two evaluation metrics to measure the quality of ranked results for
test sessions (the current queries). They are RankScoring [8] and Re-Ranking
Gain [9][31]. In this paper, we utilize the “SAT click” criteria (i. the user dwells
on the clicked documents for at least 30 seconds; ii. the click is the last click in515
current query session) [32] to judge the relevance of a document.
5.2.1. RankScoring
RankScoring [8], denoted as Rq, evaluates the quality of a ranked list for a
query, Raverage is the average RankScoring over the test queries.
Rq =
∑
j
δ(q, j)
2(j−1)/(α−1)
;Raverage = 100
∑
q Rq∑
q R
Max
q
(27)
where j is the rank of a result in the list, δ(q, j) is 1 if result j is relevant to520
user’s information need and 0 otherwise, and α is set to 5, which follows the
setting in [8]. RMaxq is the obtained maximum possible rank scoring for a query
when all relevant URLs appearing at the top of the ranked list. The larger rank
scoring indicates the better quality of the ranked result list.
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5.2.2. Re-Ranking Gain (R-Gain)525
After the re-ranking process, some relevant documents’ ranks are improved,
while some drop and others stay the same. Intuitively, the more number of
relevant documents are improved and the less number of relevant documents
are hurt, the better quality of a re-ranked results list will be. Accordingly,
we use R-Gain to evaluate how stably the re-ranking algorithm improves the
ranking performance over a baseline across all test queries [9].
R-Gain =
#Inc−#Dec
#Inc+ #Dec
(28)
where #Inc and #Dec represent the number of relevant documents whose rank
are increased and decreased, respectively, compared with the original result
list. A higher positive R-Gain value indicates a better overall robustness of a
re-ranking algorithm in terms of improving performance over the baseline.
5.3. Experimental Setup530
To verify the effectiveness of our session QLM models, we conduct exten-
sive comparative experiments. Six models are evaluated, including the Original
ranking model, basic QLM, RM3, C-LM, C-QLM and AC-QLM. They are sum-
marized as follows:
1. Original, is the original ranking model of the search engine, which returns535
the original ranked results.
2. QLM, is the basic Quantum Language Model, the density matrix of
which is trained only using current query. We use this model as a baseline in
order to investigate if our contextual quantum language model can outperform
the basic quantum language model.540
3. RM3, is the combination of original query language model and expansion
model, which is a state-of-the-art pseudo-relevance feedback model [33]. We
use this model as a baseline in order to know if the click based IR model can
outperform the pseudo-relevance feedback IR model.
4. C-LM, is a baseline re-ranking model (refers to the models in [29]),545
which is a traditional language model estimated using the top 5 documents and
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the historical unit LMs in the same session. LMs are smoothed by Dirichlet
smoothing method and µ is set as the default value of 2500 [25]. This model is
seen as a non-quantum counterpart of C-QLM.
5. C-QLM, refers to the proposed contextual query QLM (see Section 4.2).550
6. AC-QLM, refers to the proposed Adaptive Contextual query QLM.
The above models have following settings:
(1) For QLM, C-QLM and AC-QLM, we tested two different weighting
schemes for mapping a term dependency into a projector (see Equation 6) as
[1] did, the first scheme assigns simple uniform superposition weights to each555
dependency components, i.e. δi = 1/
√
K, denoted as UNI; another scheme as-
signs more reasonable weights according to the importance of each component
in the term dependency, i.e. δi =
√
idfwi/
∑
j idfwj , denoted as IDF.
(2) For QLM, C-QLM and AC-QLM, we tested different fixed-window sizes
(i.e. different L ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, 8}) when detecting the term dependencies.560
(3) For RM3, we tested different RM3 parameters, i.e., number of expansion
terms, combination parameter λ. The number of pseudo-feedback documents
is set to 5, which is the same to other tested contextual models. Note that, we
re-implement it as a re-ranking model to keep consistent with other models.
(4) For all click based re-ranking models, we tested two different ways to565
select different click-through data when training the QLMs and LMs, i.e. all
clicked documents (denoted “CLICK”) and SAT-clicked documents (denoted
“SAT-CLICK”).
(5) For all click based re-ranking models, we tested different combination
parameters (ξ and β in Equations 15 and 26).570
5.4. Results and Discussion
The evaluation results of different models with different settings are reported
in this section. We first analyze the best performance of each model with some
specific settings (weight schemes, window size, CLICK or SAT-CLICK, combi-
nations parameters and expansion term numbers etc.). Then, the influence of575
different parameter settings on the re-ranking performance is analyzed.
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5.4.1. Overall Best Performance
In this section, we analyze the best experimental results of different re-
ranking models in terms of RankScoring and R-Gain. As Table 1 illustrates, all
of the re-ranking models improve the retrieval performance of original ranked580
results (positive increasing percentage of RankScoring and positive evaluation
value of R-Gain).
(a) Best performance with respect to RankScoring
Models Best-RS Increase Settings
Original 39.77 0% -
QLM 40.11 0.85% IDF, L = 8
RM3 41.15 3.47%† dn = 5, tn = 20, λ = 0.3
C-LM 46.57 17.09%‡ LM, ξ = 0.1, β = 1, SAT-Click
C-QLM 47.08 18.39%‡ IDF, L = 8, ξ = 0.1, β = 1, SAT-Click
AC-QLM 46.97% 18.1%‡ IDF, L = 6, ξ = 0.1, β = 1, SAT-Click
(b) Best performance with respect to R-Gain
Models #Inc #Dec Best-R-Gain Settings
Original 0 0 0 -
QLM 255 133 0.3144 UNI, L = 1
RM3 247 128 0.3173 dn = 5, tn = 20, λ = 0.3
C-LM 493 166 0.4962† LM, ξ = 0.6, β = 0.3, SAT-Click
C-QLM 528 174 0.5043† UNI, L = 1, ξ = 0.5, β = 0.3, SAT-Click
AC-QLM 537 181 0.4958 UNI, L = 1, ξ = 0.5, β = 0.3, SAT-Click
Table 1: Best re-ranking performance for different models in terms of RankScoring (Table a)
and R-Gain (Table b). In the “Settings” column of the two tables, we report the settings
of each model corresponding to their best performance. The symbol ‡ means p < 0.01 with
paired t-test, † means p < 0.05.
We first briefly analyze the results of basic QLM and RM3 compared with
other contextual models. From both tables, the performance of QLM and RM3
are similar to original model and all contextual models outperform QLM and585
RM3 significantly. The results show that our proposed contextual quantum
language model is better than basic QLM. Therefore, in the following, we focus
on analyzing the comparative performance between C-LM and our proposed
quantum language model, in order to study the difference of contextual modeling
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ability for contextual language model and contextual quantum language model.590
Table (1-a) (using RankScoring evaluation metric in short RS) shows that
all re-ranking models can improve the original results significantly. Moreover,
our two QLM-based models outperformed the C-LM. Both the two QLM-based
models gain the best performance with IDF weighting scheme and the same com-
bination parameters. Re-ranking models trained with SAT-clicked documents595
are more effective than that with all clicked documents. It is a bit surprising
that “AC-QLM” does not outperform the “C-QLM” in terms of RankScoring.
A possible reason is that the process of applying “query change information”
may introduce some risk while improving the query representation (Table (1-b)
can support our hypothesis).600
Table (1-b) reports the best results evaluated with R-Gain metric (reflect-
ing both the effectiveness and robustness of a re-ranking model). All of the
three models gain a positive improvement. The columns “#Inc” and “#Dec”
respectively display the numbers of relevant documents whose rank is improved
and decreased in comparison with the original rank. In this table, we find that605
C-QLM achieves the highest R-Gain value, while the AC-QLM has the lowest
R-Gain value. From the “#Inc” and “#Dec” point of view, AC-QLM improves
537 relevant documents’s rank, which is more than C-LM and C-QLM does.
Unfortunately, AC-QLM also leads to a more number of decreasing ranks than
the other two models. This phenomenon validates our hypothesis that applying610
query change information to C-QLM model can improve more relevant docu-
ments’ rank, and meanwhile it may introduce some extra risk. The window
sizes of QLM-based models are 1, which indicates that the best performance is
achieved without considering term-dependency and in fact the weight scheme
becomes meaningless. The performance of C-LM is not affected by the weighting615
schemes and window sizes.
As can be observed from two tables, three models achieve their best per-
formance in different settings with respect to different evaluation metrics. One
possible explanation is that two metrics focus on evaluating different proper-
ties of ranked results. More specifically, R-Gain only considers if a document’s620
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rank is improved or not after re-ranking, while RankScoring not only consid-
ers if the rank is improved, but also considers how much the rank is improved.
As is shown in Table (1-a), all re-ranking models gain the best evaluation re-
sults with the same combination parameters (ξ = 0.1 and β = 1). According
to Equation 15 and 26, ξ controls the impact strength of historical interaction625
QLMs on building of contextual QLM. The less ξ is, the more impact will be.
β is the coefficient when combining the original results and the results from the
re-ranking model, which controls how much the influence of contextual factor
is on re-ranking. The larger β is, the more influence will be. The setting of
combination parameters are ξ = 0.1 and β = 1, indicating that more contextual630
weight(β) and the historical interaction information weight (ξ) can lead to the
largest improvement over the overall ranks most. In terms of R-Gain, the selec-
tion of parameters is just at the opposite: the less re-ranking model influence
(β = 0.3) and less historical interaction influence (ξ = 0.5) leads to more robust
re-ranking performance. Additionally, all models gain the best performance635
(in terms of two metrics) using SAT-Clicked documents, which demonstrates
that using SAT criteria can filter out a remarkable amount of noises from the
raw click-through data and thus improve the representation of user information
need.
5.4.2. Performance on Different Training Parameters640
In this section, we investigate how the training parameters (weighting schemes,
fixed-window size, SAT-CLICK or CLICK) influence the training of QLM and
further influence the re-ranking effectiveness. To this end, we first fix the other
two combination parameters (ξ and β), and then analyze the evaluation results
by varing the training parameters. In this paper, we select two parameter pairs645
to report evaluation results with respect to RankScoring and R-Gain. Specifi-
cally, we control ξ1 = 0.1, β1 = 1 to report the RankScoring evaluation results
and control ξ2 = 0.5, β2 = 0.3 to report the R-Gain results, since the best
performance of our models are achieved using these settings. Table 2 reports
the evaluation results with respect to RankScoring and R-Gain. C-LM is based650
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on traditional unigram language model. Therefore, its performance is not af-
fected by window size and weighting schemes (UNI or IDF). QLM-based models
outperform the C-LMs at various settings.
Table (a): Performance (RankScoring (+%)) on Training
Parameters (control ξ1 = 0.1, β1 = 1)
L C/S C-LM
C-QLM AC-QLM
UNI IDF UNI IDF
1
C 16.43 14.36 14.52 14.56 17.35
S 17.09 15.94 16.05 14.86 16.67
2
C 16.43 14.21 14.43 15.71 15.86
S 17.09 15.57 16.67 16.02 15.73
4
C 16.43 14.87 14.74 15.32 15.74
S 17.09 16.09 17.15 16.11 16.72
6
C 16.43 14.04 14.08 16.35 16.77
S 17.09 15 16.06 17.31 18.1
8
C 16.43 14.47 17.33 15.75 17.25
S 17.09 16.14 18.39 16.68 17.66
Table (b): Performance (R-Gain) on Training Parameters (control ξ2 = 0.5, β2 = 0.3)
L
C
C-LM
C-QLM AC-QLM
/ UNI IDF UNI IDF
S #I #D R-Gain #I #D R-Gain #I #D R-Gain #I #D R-Gain #I #D R-Gain
1
C 486 169 0.4840 528 177 0.4979 530 179 0.4951 534 182 0.4916 537 196 0.4652
S 487 167 0.4893 528 174 0.5043 529 177 0.4986 537 181 0.4958 540 194 0.4714
2
C 486 169 0.4840 528 183 0.4852 530 181 0.4909 534 186 0.4833 534 199 0.4570
S 487 167 0.4893 527 182 0.4866 529 181 0.4901 541 184 0.4924 539 199 0.4607
4
C 486 169 0.4840 528 189 0.4728 534 186 0.4833 543 192 0.4776 547 201 0.4626
S 487 167 0.4893 531 187 0.4791 536 184 0.4889 543 191 0.4796 547 201 0.4626
6
C 486 169 0.4840 488 168 0.4878 528 183 0.4852 538 186 0.4862 546 200 0.4638
S 487 167 0.4893 533 196 0.4623 528 181 0.4894 541 186 0.4883 547 200 0.4645
8
C 486 169 0.4840 526 187 0.4755 529 185 0.4818 533 196 0.4623 542 208 0.4453
S 487 167 0.4893 529 183 0.4860 531 188 0.4771 536 196 0.4645 542 208 0.4453
Table 2: Table (a) reports improvement percentages in terms of RankScoring on different
training parameters given a controlling parameter pair ξ1 and β1. Table (b) is the Performance
on different training parameters with respect to R-Gain given the parameter pair ξ2 and β2.
In the tables, L represents window size, “C/S” represents CLICK/SAT-CLICK. #I represents
#Inc, #D represents #Dec. The black fonts highlight the best evaluation results in a column.
Table (2-a) and (2-b) show that given a setting of window size and weighting
scheme, the models with “SAT-CLICK” setting have better performance than655
models with “CLICK” setting. This phenomenon further validates our point
that using “SAT-Click” criteria can filter out some noise that are useless for
detecting user’s information needs.
Window size influences the re-ranking effectiveness in some more complex
way. Table (2-a) illustrates that under a specific setting of “C/S” (CLICK/SAT-660
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CLICK) and weighting scheme, the QLM-based models tend to have better
performance over larger window size (apart from some special cases, e.g., AC-
QLM with settings L = 1, CLICK, IDF). AC-QLM reaches the best results
when L = 6, and C-QLM when L = 8 (we did not test the window size greater
than 8, as our focus is on improving precision). As is illustrated in Table (b),665
there is a trend that the R-Gain evaluation value decreases with the increase of
window size, while the “#Inc” and “#Dec” increase slightly with the increase of
L. In other words, larger window size can improve the re-ranking performance
to some extent, and meanwhile introduce some risks.
The weighting schemes have a similar impact on evaluation results as window670
size does. Table (2-a) shows that QLM-based models have relative better evalua-
tion results when using IDF weighting than using UNI in terms of RankScoring.
Table (2-b) shows the opposite trend in terms of R-Gain evaluation metric.
QLM-based models with IDF weighting scheme improve more relevant docu-
ments’ ranks while also hurt more than that with UNI scheme after re-ranking,675
while also harm more documents rank. This phenomenon illustrates that the
nice-to-do properties of IDF weighting scheme may contribute to represent more
complex semantic information of term dependencies, but meanwhile may add
some uncertainty to the representation of information needs. Having said that,
we can still expect to find a more reliable weighting scheme to reduce the risk.680
This will be left to the future work. One case should be clarified. In theory, the
effectiveness of C-QLMs (or AC-QLMs) using two weighting schemes (UNI or
IDF) when L=1 should be equal, because when L=1 term dependencies are not
detected. However they are not identical in the experimental results, because
some slight difference exists in the training process of QLMs.685
5.4.3. Re-ranking Effectiveness and Stability over Different Combination Pa-
rameters
In this section, we will study how the combination parameters (ξ and β)
influence the effectiveness and stability of re-ranking models. To this end, we
conduct a “Mean Effectiveness and Variance” analysis [34] under different com-690
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bination parameter pairs, to determine the impact of historical interaction in-
formation and original ranked results on re-ranking. To be fair, we select the
best training parameters (L, weighting schemes, “C/S”, See Table 3) of each
model as controlling factors, then test the re-ranking performance under differ-
ent parameter pairs (ξ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1} and β ∈ {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1}, the possible695
number of pairs is 11× 10 = 110).
Models
RankScoring-Variance RGain-Variance
L C/S UNI/IDF L C/S UNI/IDF
Original - - - - - -
C-LM - SAT - - SAT -
C-QLM 6 SAT IDF 1 SAT UNI
AC-QLM 8 SAT IDF 1 SAT UNI
Table 3: Training parameters setting for different models when conducting the “Mean Effec-
tiveness and Variance” analysis corresponding to RankScoring and R-Gain.
Figure 4 presents an analysis of results, in which Figure (a) and Figure (b)
correspond to Average RankScoring and R-Gain respectively. The y-axis is the
mean effectiveness corresponding to an evaluation metric, x-axis is the standard
deviations (STD) of the evaluation metric for different queries. STD(M) =700 √
E(Mq − E(Mq)), where M is an evaluation metric, Mq is the evaluation value
for a query q, E(Mq) is the expectation of the evaluation value over all queries.
In this paper, E(RankScoring) is the average RankScoring, E(R-Gain) is the
R-Gain value for all queries, and RankScoring(q) is obtained by computing
the average RankScoring for one query (see Equation 27). The larger y-value705
indicates the better average effectiveness of a model, and the smaller STD(M)
indicates the better retrieval stability of evaluation value across queries (the
lower risk). Each point in the figure corresponds to one model with a specific
combination parameters pair (ξ and β). Each re-ranking model has 110 points.
Figure (4-a) shows that all re-ranking models improve the retrieval effective-710
ness and stability in comparison with the original ranking model (correspond-
ing to the point denoted by the black square symbol). Our QLM-based models
achieve the better effectiveness and the more stability than C-LMs. Specifically,
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the points in elliptic region A have the best effectiveness and the best stability.
Moreover, most points in region A are corresponding to the QLM-based models.715
Through analyzing the parameter settings of points, we find that all points have
the the settings β = 1 and ξ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1}, which means abandoning the
original ranking information, can gain the best effectiveness and the best sta-
bility. However, in this region, we do not find any obvious correlation (positive
or negative) between the value ξ and STD(RankScoring). We consider that720
there should exist more complex mechanism to influence the stability. Points in
region B (only contains the C-LM’s points) have good effectiveness, but their
STDs are far greater than those that in A, leading to less stability. The region
C, which mainly contains the points of QLM-based models have relative better
effectiveness and stability than the region D. The settings of points in region C725
are β ∈ {0.4, 0.5, ..., 0.9} and ξ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1}. Most points of C-LM fall in
the worst region D.
As Figure (4-b) demonstrates, we find that, for evaluation metric R-Gain, the
best region is region E, where the QLM-based models have better effectiveness
and equal stability in comparison with C-LMs. Region F is the worst region,730
which shows that the C-LM get the worst effectiveness and the worst stability.
An interesting phenomenon is that the points are distributed on different ribbon
regions, and the large majority of points in one region have the same setting
of β. More specifically, the larger β is, the larger STD (less stability) of the
points in the specific ribbon region will be, which is opposite to that in Figure735
(4-a). This phenomenon is caused by the different properties of two evaluation
metrics. Observing the re-ranking results, we find that “#Inc” and “#Dec” of
models with larger β are larger than that with smaller β.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose to apply the Quantum Language Model (QLM)740
in Session Search. Specifically, we develop two Session based QLMs, namely
Contextual query QLM (C-QLM) and Adaptive Contextual query QLM (AC-
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Figure 4: Re-ranking effectiveness and stability over different combination parameters. Figure
(a) and (b) correspond to RankScoring and R-Gain evaluation metrics respectively.
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QLM). C-QLM trains a contextual query QLM based on the quantum events
(i.e., projectors associated with single terms or compound terms) extracted from
the historical clicked documents and the top-most documents in original results745
for the current query. Moreover, we incorporate the dynamic query change
information into the training of contextual query QLM, leading to an Adaptive
Contextual query QLM (AC-QLM). We utilize the density matrix of C-QLM
as the initial density matrix for AC-QLM, and an adaptive density matrix is
then trained by maximizing a new designed likelihood function. The likelihood750
function rewards the quantum events associated with the added and common
terms in the current query compared with the immediate previous query, and
correspondingly penalizes those associated with the removed terms.
We have conducted extensive experiments on a subset of query logs collected
form a prominent commercial search engine. The experimental results show755
that all contextual models (including C-QLM, AC-QLM and Contextual Lan-
guage Model (C-LM)) improve the original results significantly, demonstrating
that a search engine can largely benefit from incorporating implicit knowledge
embedded in user interactions. The proposed Session based QLMs (C-QLM
and AC-QLM) outperform C-LM significantly. This shows that quantum lan-760
guage model can effectively model the compound term as the superposition of
elementary quantum events encapsulated into density matrices. Although AC-
QLM does not outperform C-QLM in terms of the average evaluation metrics
(RankScoring and R-Gain), it improves more number of relevant documents’
rank compared with C-QLM. This phenomenon shows that AC-QLM achieves765
some gain while also brings some extra risks.
In the future, we will investigate more stable methods to better capture the
query change information for the Adaptive Contextual query QLM. We still
investigate on how to reduce the number of parameters in our approaches and
moreover develop an automatic parameter selection mechanism. Additionally,770
we have observed a great potential to represent dynamic knowledge, e.g., in the
form of term dependence patterns, with density matrix for a complex informa-
tion system, e.g., a search engine. Therefore, the density matrix may be applied
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to wider contexts in the future. For example, a density matrix may be used to
represent an entity or an entity relationship in a knowledge base. The retrieval775
model based on user interactions can also be extended to other applications,
such as the question answering (QA). In a QA system, user interactions can re-
veal much implicit knowledge about the users’ cognition level for some specific
topics. The density matrix can be used for representing the cognition level for
a user. Overall, the modeling of user interactions in information systems with780
the density matrix would seem a promising research topic in the future.
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Highlights
1. An adaptive quantum language model for Information retrieval is proposed.
2. Users’ dynamic information need is captured by the model.
3. Extensive experiments have shown its effectiveness.
